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Abstract
Representing design decisions for complex software systems, tracing them to code, and
enforcing them throughout the lifecycle are pressing concerns for software architects
and developers. To be of practical use, specification and modeling languages for software design need to combine rigour with abstraction and simplicity, and be supported
by automated design verification tools that require minimal human intervention. This
paper examines closely the use of the visual language of Codecharts for representing
design decisions and demonstrate the process of verifying the conformance of a program to the chart. We explicate the abstract semantics of segments of the Java package
java.awt as a finite structure; specify the Composite design pattern as a Codechart and
unpack it as a set of formulas; and prove that the structure representing the program
satisfies the formulas. We also describe a set of tools for modeling design patterns with
Codecharts and for verifying the conformance of native (plain) Java programs to the
charts.
Keywords: object-oriented design; modelling and specification; automated
verification; visual languages; design description languages

1. Introduction
Software systems are some of the most complex artefacts ever produced by humans
[1, 2]. Managing complexity is one of the central challenges of software engineering. Lehman’s second Law of Software Evolution [3] suggests that complexity further
arises when programs are maintained in a continuous state of flux, a situation which
is true for many software systems. These concerns require specification and modelling languages for software design to combine abstraction mechanisms with rigour and
parsimony. In addition, practitioners generally find it easier to use a visual notation to
articulate and communicate design decisions. Therefore, accurate specification of software design and the means for checking conformance of native source code thereto are
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primary concerns. Given the complexity of design verification and the frequency by
which they need be carried out, practitioners also need tools that automate and report
any conflicts between design and implementation at the click of a button. However,
these needs have so far been difficult to reconcile in practice. Proving and preserving
the conformance of a program to its design documentation is largely an unsolved problem. The result is often a growing disassociation between the design and the implementation tiers of representation [4].
The language of Codecharts [5], LePUS3, is a formal and visual design description
language tailored to meet these concerns. It supports the representation of structural information about object-oriented design motifs, programs of any size, and frameworks.
The Two-Tier Programming Toolkit [6] was developed to demonstrate the feasibility
of specification and automated verification of Codecharts and to test it in practice.
This paper presents a case study which highlights the process by which practitioners can use Codecharts to represent design patterns and supporting tools to verify conformance thereto in Java programs fully automatically. In the remainder of this section
we discuss other works related to this problem, the definition of the Composite pattern,
and the java.awt package in version 1.5 of the Java Standard Development Kit which
is claimed to implement the pattern. In section 2 we present an informal hypothesis
(Hypothesis A) about the conformance of the java.awt package to the Composite design
pattern [7]. This hypothesis is gradually rendered formal (Hypothesis E) through sections 3 and 4, which explain how design and implementation are represented formally.
In section 5 we present a logic proposition that formalizes our hypothesis and prove it.
In section 6 we present a tool that fully automates the verification process and reports
any violations of the respective design decisions. Section 6 concludes with a brief discussion on the results of a pilot study that evaluated the tool. This study showed that the
tool improved the ability of participants to detect violations of design specifications.
1.1. Related Work
There exist numerous attempts at formal specification languages for design patterns. Some preliminary work has also been published on tools which verify that such
specifications were properly implemented in source code. The following set of criteria
guides our analysis of these languages:
1. Object-oriented: the language must be suitable for modelling and specifying
the building-blocks of object-oriented design patterns.
2. Generic: the language must have the ability to represent design motifs such as
patterns in terms of generic ’participants’ Gamma et al. [7] (also placeholders
or roles) as distinguished from concrete implementation artefacts. A tool should
support the specification of many patterns rather than being hard-coded to verify
specific patterns.
3. Implementation independent: specifications in this language should not be
bound to a specific programming language or to any specific dialects.
4. Visual: specifications should be represented visually and created using a visual
editor for ease of use by programmers.
5. Parsimonious: the language must have the ability to represent complex design
statements parsimoniously, using a small vocabulary.
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6. Rigorous: the language need be mathematically sound and axiomatized such
that all assumptions are articulated explicitly and precisely.
7. Decidable: the language is restricted to expressing properties and relations
whose satisfaction can be established statically (‘structural statements’), which
ensures that specifications are automatically verifiable at least theoretically.
8. Automatically verifiable: specifications in this language must allow fully automated design verification against programs in their native, uninstrumented form
(source code).
Several formal notations for specifying design patterns are described in [8]. Most of
the contributions in this volume do not describe tools for automated verification, and
base their notations on UML. UML is a popular visual object-oriented design description language, a powerful and expressive collection of notations [9] suitable for many
common software development tasks. For example, DPML [10], which is based on
UML, is capable of representing both programs and design patterns. UML, however,
does not meet all of our above criteria. In particular, Fowler [11] tells us that “no
formal definition exists of how UML maps to any particular programming language.”
In other words, UML as a specification language does not meet the criteria of being
rigorous and automatically verifiable. Blewitt [12] adds that “UML cannot be used
to describe an infinite set of pattern instances because the language is not designed for
that purpose”. Thus UML dialects that do not introduce variables for the representation
of generic participants do not meet the criterion of genericity.
Many specification languages whose semantics are defined in terms of UML and
tools depending on such representations face similar issues. The DEMIMA framework [13] can check the conformance of source code to design patterns specified in
the Pattern and Abstract-level Description Language (PADL), which translates UML
diagrams to a constraint-based language. The authors represent such constraints using
a Java data structure implemented using the Ptidej tool suite. However they do not
describe a tool that can create PADL models from visual specifications. The Pattern
Specification Language (PSP) [14, 15] articulates design pattens in precise and generic terms. [16] define the manual process of design verification of instances of the
Visitor pattern specified in PSP. However, although PSP formalizes a subset of UML,
it is symbolic and not visual. LAMBDES-DP, described in [17], is a tool that detects
instances of design patterns in UML models and formalized in GEBNF (Graphically
Extended BNF) but not in source code.
Spine [12] is a language outside of the UML family. It is a formal object-oriented
language for representing design patterns in the logic programming language PROLOG. Specifications written in Spine are automatically verifiable using its associated
tool, Hedgehog [12]. However, Spine is not a visual language, and “all of the Spine predicates are tightly focussed on the Java implementation” [18]. Similarly, more than one
tool can successfully verify the implementation of design patterns specified in the Logic Metaprogramming Model (e.g., [19]), which relies on a text-based logic language
for modelling design patterns rather than UML.
1.2. The Notation
The language of Codecharts, LePUS3, is an object-oriented design description language [5][20] which was created to meet the criteria set above. It is particularly suited
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to representing the structural properties of design motifs, such as structural patterns,
using a minimal vocabulary (Figure 1).
Unary Relation
& ALL Predicate

0-dim
signature
variable

1-Dim
Signature
Variable

Binary Relation

ISOMORPHIC

& TOTAL Predicate

Predicate

0-dim
class
variable

1-Dim
Class
Variable

1-Dim
Hierarchy
Variable

Figure 1: The vocabulary of Codecharts. Some symbols not used in this paper were omitted

A Codechart is a formal specification that represents a set of recursive (fully
Turing-decidable) sentences in first-order predicate logic. The logic of Codecharts
is based on the Core Specification Theory [21] which sets an axiomatic foundation
in mathematical logic for many formal specification languages (including Z, B, and
VDM). The axioms and semantics of Codecharts are defined using finite model theory.
The satisfies relation between Codecharts and programs in class-based languages
such as Java, C++ and C# is well-defined [5], Turing-decidable and automatically
verifiable.
Figure 1 presents a subset of the vocabulary of Codecharts for generically representing the building-blocks of object-oriented design. Classes are represented by rectangles, method signatures (i.e., the method’s name and argument types) by ellipses, and
methods by superimposing a signature symbol on a class symbol. Sets are represented
with the addition of shadow. A triangle represent inheritance class hierarchy—a set of
classes that share a common superclass. Properties and relationships are represented
with the respective relation symbols. Some of these symbols are explained in section
3. The detailed syntax, axioms and truth conditions which constitute the language and
logic of LePUS3 are laid out in [5] and [22].
Although this paper focuses on the specification and verification of the Composite
design pattern, Codecharts can also be used effectively to specify many other design
patterns [5]. Additionally, the above vocabulary (and relationships expressible therein)
are tailored to object-oriented concepts, such as those in [23], and not any particular
implementation language. That is, Codecharts can be used to articulate the design
of object-oriented programs/class libraries encoded in any class-based statically typed
programming language (e.g. Java, C++, C#).
1.3. Verification vs. detection
Design verification—henceforth verification—is defined as in this context as the
problem of checking whether a given implementation conforms to its specification.
Design verification is distinct from the problem of detecting instances of the motif in
code. This manuscript is concerned with enforcing a design decision about where and
how many times a pattern is implemented. For example, software designers can decide
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that the Composite pattern needs to be implemented twice in a particular program, each
time by a separate set of implementation-specific classes and methods. Users should
therefore need to manually indicate each and every intended implementation of the
Composite pattern. Checking that each such design decision is enforced is therefore a
separate problem of verification. In contrast, the challenge of detecting instances of a
particular design motif arises in other circumstances. It also has a distinctly different
form, e.g., instead of “class Container implements the component participant in the Composite pattern”, a detection problem is posed by a claim such as “some class in program
p implements the component participant in the Composite pattern”. Consequently, a
claim that requires detection is formalized differently (Hypothesis D) from a claim
that requires verification (Hypothesis E), as illustrated in section 5. Most importantly,
automating the detection process poses an interesting problem that is strictly more challenging than automating verification, since the supporting tool must first search for a
suitable set of candidate classes and methods in the implementation before attempting
to verify them.

2. The problem
As a leading example we focus on a claim that is commonly made informally (e.g.
[24–26]) according to which the package java.awt in version 1.5 of the standard distribution (‘Software Development Kit’ [27]) of the Java programming language [28]
‘implements’ the Composite design pattern, quoted in Hypothesis A.
Hypothesis A.

java.awt

implements the Composite design pattern.

In this section we examine the informal parts of Hypothesis A. The remainder of
this paper is dedicated to formalizing and verifying this hypothesis.
2.1. The Composite Design Pattern
Design patterns have made a significant impact on the practice of software design,
each describing an abstract design motif—a recurring theme which in principle can be
implemented by an unbounded number of programs in any class-based programming
language:
A design pattern names, abstracts, and identifies the key aspects of a common design structure that make it useful for creating a reusable objectoriented design . . . Each design pattern focuses on a particular objectoriented design problem or issue. [7]
Table 1 quotes the solution advocated by the Composite design pattern. As is the
custom in most pattern catalogues, it is described informally.
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Table 1: The Composite design pattern [7] (abbreviated)

Intent: Compose objects into tree structures to represent part-whole hierarchies.
Participants:
– Component: Declares a basic interface, implements default behaviour.
– Leaves: Have no children, implements/extends superclass behaviour.
– Composite: Has children, defines behaviour for components having children.
Collaborations: Interface of Component class is used to interact with objects in
the structure. Leaves handle requests directly. Composite objects usually forward
requests to each of their children, possibly performing additional operations
before and/or after forwarding.

2.2. Package java.awt

Package java.awt (‘Abstract Window Toolkit’) is part of the standard distribution of
the Java Software Development Kit 1.5 [27] which provides user interface widgets (e.g.
buttons, windows, etc.) and graphic operations thereon. Class Component represents
a generic widget that is extended [in]directly by all non menu-related widgets (e.g.
Button, Canvas). Container represents widgets which aggregate (hold an array of instances
of) widgets. Excerpts from the package’s source code that corroborate Hypothesis A
are provided in Table 2. All references to java.awt shall henceforth refer exclusively to
those aspects listed in Table 2.

Table 2: java.awt [27] (abbreviated)
public a b s t r a c t class Component . . . {
public void a d d N o t i f y ( ) . . .
public void r e mo v e No t i f y ( ) . . .
protected S t r i n g paramString ( ) . . . }
public class B u t t o n extends Component . . . {
public void a d d N o t i f y ( ) . . .
protected S t r i n g p a r a m S t r i n g ( ) . . . }
public class Canvas extends Component . . . {
public void a d d N o t i f y ( ) . . .
protected S t r i n g paramString ( ) . . . }
public class C o n t a i n e r extends Component {
Component component [ ] = new Component [ 0 ] ;
public Component [ ] getComponents ( ) . . .
public Component getComponent ( i n t ) . . .
public void a d d N o t i f y ( ) { component [ i ] . a d d N o t i f y ( ) ; . . . }
public void r e mo v e No t i f y ( ) { component [ i ] . r e m ov e N ot i f y ( ) ; . . . }
protected S t r i n g paramString ( ) { super . paramString ( ) ; . . . } . . . }
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3. Specification
Contemporary modelling languages [9] and notations are largely designed to represent specific implementations. Design patterns however are generic design motifs:
abstractions that may be implemented in any number of ways. Therefore, design
patterns can only be adequately represented using generic abstractions which describe entities (e.g. ‘composite’, ‘component’) by their properties and relations (e.g.,
‘composite is a class that has children of type component’) and not by a particular
implementation. Our specification language must therefore be capable of generically
representing the category of entities and relations that constitute the building-blocks of
design patterns, namely [sets of] classes, [sets of] methods, and their correlations.

Figure 2: The Composite design pattern specified as a Codechart (designated Composite) using the Toolkit

Codecharts were specifically designed for this purpose. To ensure that every Codechart is automatically verifiable, the scope of the language is restricted to representing recursive properties of programs. The significance of this is that Codecharts are not
designed to model other aspects of programs, such as their behaviour, events, or state.
For example, Codechart Composite (Figure 2) captures the structural properties in the
informal description of the Composite design pattern (Table 1). Promoting abstraction,
it does not specify exactly how many classes must be in the set Leaves, only that it must
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not be empty. The precise meaning of Composite is spelled out by the truth conditions
listed in Table 3.
Table 3: Truth conditions for Composite

Terms
(a) composite and component are variables ranging over individual types (in Java:
class, interface, or primitive type)
(b) Leaves is a variable that ranges over non-empty sets of types
(c) CompositeOps and ComponentOps are variables ranging over sets of method
signatures
Formulas
(d) composite must have an ‘aggregate’ (an array or a Java collection) of instances
of type component (or of subtypes thereof)
(e) composite must ‘inherit’ (in Java: extends or implements) (possibly indirectly)
from class component
(f) Every class in Leaves must ‘inherit’ (possibly indirectly) from class component
(g) composite must define (or inherit) a method for each of the signatures in the
set CompositeOps
(h) Every class in Leaves must define (or inherit) a method for each of the signatures in the set ComponentOps
(i) Each method defined in (or inherited by) composite, with a signature in
ComponentOps, must at some point forward the method call (invocation) to
that (unique) method with same signature that is a member of (or inherited by)
component, and vice versa
Formally, a well-formed Codechart represents a set of well-formed formulas in
terms of a combination of visual tokens (Figure 1). Each formula consists of terms,
which stand for [sets of] classes or [sets of] methods, a relation and possibly a predicate symbol. Terms representing methods consist of the combination of a signature s
and a class c using the binary operator called superimposition, written s ⊗ c. Relations
describe properties (such as being abstract) of and relations (e.g., inheritance) between
entities. Predicate symbols articulate properties of sets of entities and their correlations. There are three predicates, All, Total, and Isomorphic which can be roughly
understood as:
– All(R, t) requires that all elements of set t are in relation R;
– Total(R, s, t) requires that for all elements of set s there is an element in t for
which R holds;
– Isomorphic(R, s, t) requires that the elements of set s be uniquely paired with the
elements in set t under relation R.
We define these predicates and the superimposition function in section 5. Using this
notation we may unpack Composite as the set of well-formed formulas identified in
Table 4.
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Table 4: Composite as a set of well-formed formulas
composite ∈ Class

(1)

component ∈ Class

(2)

Leaves ∈ P(Class)

(3)

CompositeOps ∈ P(S ignature)

(4)

ComponentOps ∈ P(S ignature)

(5)

Aggregate(composite, component)

(6)

Inherit(composite, component)

(7)

Total(Inherit, Leaves, component)

(8)

All(Method, CompositeOps ⊗ composite)

(9)

All(Method, ComponentOps ⊗ Leaves)

(10)

Isomorphic(Forward, ComponentOps ⊗ composite, ComponentOps ⊗ component)

(11)

These formulas (Table 4) and truth conditions (Table 3) tell us how to understand
Composite as a mathematical artefact. And, given this formal specification of the

Composite pattern, we may now rephrase our informal hypothesis in a slightly more
rigorous fashion as demonstrated in Hypothesis B:
Hypothesis B.

java.awt

‘implements’ Composite

4. Abstract Semantics
The terms ‘program’ and ‘implementation’ usually refer to a set of source code
(text) files distributed across a file system which normally contains myriad implementation minutiae. Source code can be a difficult medium to reason about in part because
of its scale, it is not uncommon for a moderately complex system to contain thousands
(or even millions) of lines of code. For example, the unabbreviated source code of
only four classes from java.awt spans over ten thousand lines. Furthermore, each programming language rightly adopts a different set of syntactic and semantic rules. As
such, reasoning over the source code directly would restrict the modelling language to
the idiosyncrasies of a specific programming language. Reasoning therefore requires
some intermediate representation of the program in a simplified form. This motivates
the notion of abstract semantics. A program’s abstract semantics contains all relevant
decidable properties in a standard format, in-line with the notion of program equivalence classes [29], obtained via static analysis.
Formally, the abstract semantics of a program is captured in a finite model theoretic
structure called a finite structure1 [5, 30] defined as follows:
1 Finite

structures are implementable as a set of tables in a relational database.
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Definition 1. A finite structure F is a pair F = hU, Ri where U (the ‘universe’ of F)
is the finite set of all atomic entities (each of which stands either for a specific class,
method, or signature in the program), and R is the finite set of relations over U.

For example, the abstract semantics of java.awt (Table 2) is that finite structure which
is represented by the pair hU, Ri where:

U ={Component, Component[], Container, . . . ,
Component.addNotify(), Container.addNotify(), . . . ,
addNotify(), . . .}
R ={Class, Method, S ignature, Inherit, Aggregate, . . .}

Entities and relations in the model are underlined. Every atomic entity in the universe U is either a class (an element of the unary relation Class), a method (an element
of Method), or a method signature (an element of S ignature, which identifies method
name and argument types). For example, the entity Container that models the class
Container is a member of Class but not Method or S ignature. In other words, U is the
disjoint union of the unary relations Class, Method and S ignature. Each relation in
R is a finite set of tuples of atomic entities. For example, the unary relation Class
is a set of 1-tuples, one for each class in java.awt. The binary relation Inherit is a set
that contains all pairs of classes (i.e. a subset of Class × Class) hcls, superclsi in
java.awt such that cls extends/implements/is-subtype-of supercls. Likewise, the binary
relation Aggregate contains pairs of classes hcls, elementT ypei such that cls contains
a collection (or array) of instances of the class elementT ype (or subtypes thereof). The
binary relation Forward represents a special kind of method call between two methods,
hinvoker, invokedi, that share the same signature.
The precise relation between a program and its abstract semantics is formally captured using the abstract semantics function: a mapping from programs in a programming language into finite structures defined as:

Definition 2. An abstract semantics function A maps program source code written in
some class-based object-oriented language L to the enumerable set of possible finite
structures F∗ , written A : L → F∗ .

For example, A Java [31] is an abstract semantics function [5] which represents the
mapping from each Java program to a finite structure. Given the package java.awt as
input (Table 2) the function A Java yields the finite structure described above. How this
abstract semantics is obtained is summarised in Table 5.
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Code Description

Table 5: Summary of the abstract semantics for java.awt (Table 2)
Tuple

Relation

Class Component defined

Component

Class Container defined

Container

Class

Container.addNotify()
addNotify()
haddNotify(), Container.addNotify()i

Method
S ignature
S ignatureO f

Method Container.addNotify()
with signature addNotify() defined
in class Container

Class

hContainer, Container.addNotify()i

Member

Class Component is abstract

Component

Abstract

Class Container extends class
Component

hContainer, Componenti

Inherit

hContainer, Component[]i

Member

hContainer, Componenti

Aggregate

Class Container has a field of class
Component[]
Class Container has (or is) an
aggregation of class Component
*
Method Container.addNotify()
forwards its method call to method
Component.addNotify()

Container.addNotify(),
Component.addNotify()

+
Forward

...

Abstract semantics functions allow us to determine exactly how the source code
of programs can be abstracted. For example, we may use A Java to define the finite
structure for java.awt:
A Java (java.awt)
Alternatively, other abstract semantics functions can be equally used to represent
programs in any class-based object-oriented programming language, such as C#, C++,
Object Pascal, PHP and Eiffel. For example, if we describe an abstract semantics
function for the C++ programming language: ACPP : CPP → F∗ , we can use the same
specification and verification mechanisms described in this paper to analyse programs
written in C++.
Abstract semantics functions must be recursive (fully Turing-decidable) such that
their computation always terminates within a bounded and predetermined number of
steps. In practical terms this means that A Java can, in principle, be implemented as a
static analyser. Such an analyser is implemented in the Toolkit (see section 6). However, static analysis has its limitations. Codecharts therefore do not capture many behavioural aspects of programs, for example temporal information and program state.
The notion of abstract semantics allows us to articulate informal claims concerning
the relationship between a design pattern and a program precisely as a mathematical
proposition. Specifically, we stipulate that a program p implements a design pattern if
and only if the abstract semantics of p (a finite structure) satisfies that Codechart which
specifies that pattern. Hypothesis B can thus be redefined in these terms as follows:
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Hypothesis C. A Java (java.awt) satisfies Composite

In the following section we define the satisfies relation and recast Hypothesis C as
a mathematical proposition.
5. Verification
The form of design verification—henceforth verification—which we consider in
this paper is the rigorous, conclusive, and decidable process of establishing or refuting
whether a particular program conforms to a given Codechart. An automated process of
verification in this context, therefore, consists of executing an algorithm that determines
whether the abstract semantics of a program p satisfies Codechart Ψ.
The conditions for satisfying a Codechart are modelled after the standard Tarski’s
truth conditions for classical logic, as demonstrated in Table 3. A satisfies proposition
is represented using the standard semantic entailment symbol |= defined as follows:
Definition 3. Let F be a finite structure and Ψ a Codechart. F satisfies Ψ, written
F |= Ψ, if and only if all the following hold:2
1. each atomic term t in Ψ interprets to an entity t in F
2. each term of the form s ⊗ c in Ψ interprets to an entity in F such that:
– if s ∈ S ignature and c ∈ Class then:
– there exists an m ∈ Method such that hs, mi ∈ S ignatureO f and
hc, mi ∈ Member then s ⊗ c = m, or
– there exists some class super such that hc, superi ∈ Inherit and s ⊗
super is defined then s ⊗ c = s ⊗ super
– if s = {s1 , . . . , sn } then s ⊗ c = {s1 ⊗ c, . . . , sn ⊗ c},
– if s is atomic and c = {c1 , . . . , cn }, then s ⊗ c = {s ⊗ c1 , . . . , s ⊗ cn }.
3. for every formula f in Ψ the following hold:
– if f is of the form t ∈ R then t is a member of R
– if f is of the form t ∈ P(R) then t is a member of the power set of R
– if f is of the form R(t1 , t2 ) then ht1 , t2 i ∈ R
– if f is of the form All(R, t) then either:
– t is in R, or
– t is a set and for every x ∈ t All(R, x) holds
– if f is of the form Total(R, t1 , t2 ) then either:
2 This definition has been condensed for presentation in this paper. A more detailed definition can be
found in [5].
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– ht1 , t2 i is in R, or
– t1 is a set and for every x ∈ t1 Total(R, x, t2 ) holds, or
– t2 is a set and there exists a y ∈ t2 Total(R, t1 , y) holds.
– if f is of the form Isomorphic(R, t1 , t2 ) then either:
– ht1 , t2 i is in R, or
– there exists an x ∈ t1 and y ∈ t2 such that Isomorphic(R, x, y) and
Isomorphic(R, t1 − {x}, t2 − {y}) holds.
The above definition demonstrates that the question whether a program satisfies a
Codechart is reduced to a series of queries about set membership.
Using the semantic entailment notation we can recast Hypothesis C as the following
proposition:
Hypothesis D. A Java (java.awt) |= Composite
However, Codecharts modelling design motifs, such as Composite (Figure 2), contain variable terms. Hence, the problem described in Hypothesis C is that of detection
(see section 1), not of verification. To verify that such a Codechart is satisfied in the
context of a specific program its variables must first be mapped to entities in the appropriate finite structure. Such a mapping is commonly referred to as an assignment,
defined as follows:
Definition 4. An assignment is a function mapping each variable in a Codechart to [a
set of] entities in a finite structure. Let Ψ be a Codechart and g an assignment. We write
Ψ[g(x1 )/x1 , . . . , g(xn )/xn ] for the Codechart resulting from the consistent replacement
of each variable xi with g(xi ) in Ψ.
Given this we define the satisfaction of Codecharts that contain variables, such as
those that represent design patterns and application frameworks, as follows:
Definition 5. Let F be a finite structure and Ψ be a Codechart that contains variable
terms. F satisfies Ψ if and only if there exists an assignment g from Ψ to F such that
F |= Ψ[g(x1 )/x1 , . . . , g(xn )/xn ] holds, written F |=g Ψ.
Therefore, the key difference between the problems of pattern detection and verification is whether this assignment must be discovered or is given. That is, the semantic
entailment in Hypothesis D holds if there exists an assignment (either discovered or
given) that maps each variable in Composite to specific entities in java.awt. In this case,
we define an assignment g (Table 6) based on claims made elsewhere (e.g. [24–26]).
Table 6: Assignment g mapping variables in Composite to entities in java.awt
g(composite) = Container
g(component)
g(Leaves)
g(ComponentOps)
g(CompositeOps)

=
=
=
=

Component

Button, Canvas

addNotify(), removeNotify()

getComponents(), getComponent(int)
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Hypothesis D can now be recast as a proposition where, under assignment g, the
abstract semantics of java.awt satisfy Codechart Composite, a claim represented in Hypothesis E using the standard notation for assignments:
Hypothesis E. A Java (java.awt) |=g Composite

The proposition in Hypothesis E imposes conditions on the existence of entities
and sets of entities in java.awt and on correlations amongst them. To prove it we refer
back to Table 4 to see what terms and formulas appear in Composite. We then employ
the assignment g (Table 6) to fix each variable to their respective entities allowing us
to use Definition 3 to decide if Hypothesis E holds. Table 7 demonstrates the proof for
Hypothesis E, which depicts the precise elements of A Java (java.awt) (Table 5) which
satisfy the truth conditions of Codechart Composite (Table 3)3 .

Table 7: Proof of Hypothesis E (abbreviated)
hContaineri ∈ Class
hComponenti ∈ Class

Button, Canvas ∈ P(Class)

getComponents(), getComponent(int) ∈ P(S ignature)

addNotify(), removeNotify() ∈ P(S ignature)

|=
|=
|=
|=
|=

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

hContainer, Componenti ∈ Aggregate
hContainer, Componenti ∈ Inherit
hButton, Componenti ∈ Inherit
∧hCanvas, Componenti ∈ Inherit
. . . ∧ hContainer.getComponents()i ∈ Method
∧hgetComponents(), Container.getComponents()i ∈ S ignatureO f

|=
|=

(6)
(7)

|=

(8)

∧hContainer, Container.getComponents()i ∈ Member
. . . ∧ hButton.addNotify()i ∈ Method
∧haddNotify(), Button.addNotify()i ∈ S ignatureO f
∧hButton, Button.addNotify()i ∈ Member
∧hComponent.removeNotify()i ∈ Method
∧hremoveNotify(), Component.removeNotify()i ∈ S ignatureO f

|=

(9)

|=

(10)

|=

(11)

∧hComponent, Component.removeNotify()i ∈ Member
∧hButton, Componenti ∈ Inherit
hContainer.addNotify(), Component.addNotify()i ∈ Forward
∧hContainer.removeNotify(), Component.removeNotify()i ∈ Forward

This proves that Hypothesis E holds, thereby confirming that package
deed conforms to the Composite pattern (Hypothesis A).
3 The

omitted statements for formulas 9 and 10 mirror those presented.

java.awt

in-

5.1

Analysis
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5.1. Analysis
To summarize, verification consists of the process of checking the truth value of
a set of propositions, each of which is unpacked as a sentence (also closed formula)
about finite sets and relations. Verification of a Codechart Ψ given assignment g
can therefore be implemented as an algorithm which checks whether each formula in
Ψ[g(x1 )/x1 , . . . , g(xn )/xn ] satisfies the relevant condition in Definition 3. It is straightforward to show that the computational complexity of such an algorithm is bounded by
the number of steps that is required to check
 the predicates
 All(R,
 t), Total(R, t1 , t2 )
or Isomorphic(R, t1 , t2 ), which is O (|U|), O (|U|)2 , and O (|U|)|t1 | , respectively, where
|U| stands for the size of the universe and |t1 | is the number of entities in t1 . In other
words, the complexity of a verification algorithm for any Codechart with predicates
in the form Isomorphic(R, t1 , t2 ) with terms t1 that are not too large (|t1 | < c for some
small constant c) is at most polynomial in the size of the implementation (i.e. number
of classes, methods and signatures).
6. Tool Support
While the notion of verification demonstrated above is relatively straightforward,
verifying conformance of non-trivial programs is a tedious and error-prone process. It
involves making sure that a disproportionally large number of conditions are met. It
also requires intimate knowledge of formal techniques such as computing the abstract
semantics of Java programs and the truth conditions of the specification language.
The manual task is even less feasible for software systems that evolve in iterations,
since the proof would have to be repeated each time the implementation or the design
change. Fortunately, the discussion in the previous section demonstrates that verifying
a Codechart can be formulated and fully automated, and as long as the terms in the
Isomorphic predicates are under a fixed size, the verification algorithm need not exceed
a number of steps squared in the size of the size of the implementation. Automating
the verification process so defined by a tool may therefore be feasible. Below we describe a set of tools which, among others, were built to test the feasibility of automated
verification of Codecharts in practical settings.
The current prototype (0.5.4) of the Toolkit is a tool that parses any Java program4
and generates a representation of its abstract semantics in the form of a simple relational
database [5]. The Toolkit we describe below is freely available5 [6].
The Toolkit consists of a collection of tools that were designed to support visualization (reverse engineering Codecharts), specification (composition of Codecharts), and
verification of object-oriented programs. Figure 3 demonstrates the Toolkit’s facilities for specifying the Composite design pattern and for verifying the conformance of
java.awt package thereto. Window (1) shows the source code of the relevant Java files
in this package, which the Toolkit analyses to create the abstract semantics. Window
4 Version 0.5.4 of the Toolkit incorporates a static analyser for Java 1.5 without support for generics. All
other parts of the Toolkit are capable of working with other versions of Java, as well as other programming
languages.
5 Under the Creative Commons Attribution-No Derivative Works 2.0 UK: England & Wales License
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Figure 3: Source files (1), Codechart Composite (2), and the verification result (3) in the Toolkit

(2) depicts the vocabulary of Codecharts (left pane) as a set of icons which the user can
drag-and-drop to create the Codechart modelling the Composite pattern (right pane).
Dialogue box (3) shows the result of executing the verification process, indicating that
the implementation conforms to the specification.
As demonstrated above, the Toolkit supports creating and editing Codecharts for
encoding design decisions, automatic generation of a program’s abstract semantics
(e.g., Table 5) by static analysis of Java source code, and conformance checking at
the click of a button. The graphical user interface can be used to define assignments
which map variables to source code artefacts, such as the one presented above (Table
6). Verification as described in section 5 is fully automated and efficient, concluding
in this example under a fraction of a second. It compares the conditions imposed by
the truth conditions expressed in the Codechart with the abstract semantics it generated
and reports whether all have been met. In this manner the Toolkit closes the round-trip
engineering cycle. This ensures that the documentation of the program—Codecharts
and assignments—is always current and correct, reflecting the program’s true structure.
If conformance fails, the user is likely to seek ways to resolve the conflict by changing either the design or the implementation. To support this, the Toolkit reports exactly which truth condition has not been met. Let us demonstrate such a scenario by
changing the Codechart and reversing the Forward relation in 3 such that it specifies
that the methods in component (Component) forward the call to the respective methods
in composite (Composite), as demonstrated in Figure 4. When the user clicks Verify,
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Figure 4: The attempt to verify that java.awt conforms to a different Codechart fails for the reasons detailed
in the message displayed at the bottom pane

the Toolkit checks the revised specification and detects that java.awt does not conform
to the revised Codechart, reporting the formula whose truth conditions have not been
met. The error message it displays is depicted at the bottom pane of 3.
The Toolkit has also been used to model (specify) and verify several implementations of other design patterns [5]. For example it has been used to prove that the
package java. io does not conform to the Decorator design pattern [7] as commonly accepted [26] but to a variation of the pattern.
A pilot study conducted at the University of Essex tested the contribution of the
Toolkit to practitioners [20]. The results of the Conformance experiment in this study
suggest gains in accurately deciding whether an implementation conforms to design
specifications when using the Toolkit over a market-standard commercial tools, namely
NetBeans 6.1 and relevant Javadoc files. Participants in this experiment were mostly
graduate computer science students at the University of Essex who had no prior experience with the Toolkit. All participants were paid a fixed amount regardless of the time
it took them to complete the tasks. The participants were given one hour of training
in using the Toolkit for design verification, balanced with one hour training in using
NetBeans 6.1 and relevant Javadoc files for the same task. We prepared two equivalent
tasks and randomly split the participants into two groups: the experiment group who
used the Toolkit and the control group who used NetBeans. In the first task, participants
in both groups were given a set of source code files taken from a Java package in Java’s
SDK and a copy of the chapter about the Composite design pattern from [7]. They
were asked to judge whether or not the implementation conforms to the pattern, where
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the correct answer was Yes. To minimize bias between the groups, participants who
used the Toolkit (the experiment group) in carrying out the first task switched to using
NetBeans (therefore becoming the control group) to carry out the second task, and vice
versa. The second task required all participants to determine whether a different selection of source code conforms to the Decorator design pattern [7]. Again, participants
were asked to give a Yes/No answer, where this time the correct answer was No. Of
the eight participants in this experiment, one participant’s data was excluded as s/he
did not complete both sessions and therefore failed to complete both tasks. The results
were that all seven participants in the experiment group completed both tasks correctly,
whereas three participants in the control group delivered an incorrect answer.
We identify three primary factors that impact the strength of this result: sample
group size, tool coverage and the measurement of accuracy. First, the small number of
participants means that the sample is not sufficiently representative of the population
of software engineers. Second, due to limited resources we compared the Toolkit to a
single tool, the NetBeans integrated development environment, out of numerous possible candidates. Further experimentation is therefore required to see if similar results
can be obtained over a wider range of tools. Third, the method of measuring participant
accuracy was reliant on a correct boolean (Yes/No) response which left little room for
analysis. A task of the form “identify all entities in program p that participate in design
pattern d” would provide greater insight into the participant’s precision and accuracy.
However, as a pilot study the results are encouraging and suggest what might be seen
in a larger study.

7. Summary
We have presented the language of Codecharts and demonstrated how it can be used
to specify (model) design patterns. To illustrate the process we quoted a widely held
claim that the Composite design pattern is implemented by the java.awt package. We recast this informal hypothesis as a mathematical proposition and sketched its proof. We
also described the Toolkit, a set of tools which can be used to compose object-oriented
design specifications as Codecharts, statically analyse Java programs, and verify them
to establish whether they conform to the design specifications. Finally, we discussed a
pilot study demonstrating potential gains of using Codecharts and the Toolkit.
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